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COURSE PROGRAM

Dear Customer,

We are pleased to introduce you our COURSE PROGRAM!
Our courses are thought to provide students, professionals and organizations a deep understanding
regarding concrete methodologies for product and process development with a specific focus on Innovation.
Here you can find some general information, while in the following pages detailed program outlines will be
provided.

3 Main Formats:
•
•
•

Face to Face: this is the traditional format in a classroom
Virtual Classrooms: live webinars
Blended: a mix of face to face and virtual classrooms

Note: You can find the Industry 4.0, the Smart Factory and the New Product Development Masterclasses
in asynchronous elearning format (also called MOOC) on our platform SkillS4i.

Timetable:
•
•
•

For every Masterclass, a certain number of hours is recommended;
Every Masterclass can be adapted according to customer’s needs;
Single specific modules can be delivered as well.

Methodology:
•
•
•
•
•

Materials & Documentation will be provided before each module;
Interactive quizzes after each module;
Group Exercises for each session;
Group Projects for each Masterclass;
Final Test at the end of the course.

For additional details, please don’t hesitate to contact us!
Kind Regards,

Nicola Accialini
Senior Consultant | Innovation Manager
Phone: +34 623195453
Email: nicola@accialiniconsulting.com
Website: www.accialiniconsulting.com
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolaaccialini/
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Overview
The Industry 4.0 Masterclass is designed to provide the practitioner a deep understanding about the 4th
Industrial Revolution, also called Industry 4.0, and its implications on organisations.
We are living in a fast-paced environment, where digital technologies are changing our approach not only
to work, but also to life. Therefore, understand implications and methods to face up new challenges is not
an option anymore.
The concept of Industry 4.0 appeared for the first time in an article published in November 2011 by the
German Government that resulted from an initiative regarding high-tech strategy for 2020.
Industry 4.0 methodology implies the utilization of different technologies, mainly digital, which offer solutions
to future challenges like higher productivity and efficiency, better and faster decision making, mass
personalization of new products, higher transparency, lower costs.

Main Objectives
•
•

•
•
•

To provide fundamentals of Industry 4.0, its implication and challenges;
To provide an extensive overview of the 9 key technologies: Additive Manufacturing, Internet of
Things, Autonomous Robots, Big Data Analytics, Cybersecurity, Cloud Computing, Augmented
and Virtual Reality, Simulation, Horizontal & Vertical IT Systems Integration;
To provide concrete applications on a real industrial environment;
To provide guidelines on how to design a Smart Factory;
To presents skills required for a smooth digital transformation.

Timetable
•
•

Recommended total amount of hours: 54
Any adjustment to fulfill customer’s needs upon request
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Detailed Program Outline
•

MODULE 1: The 4 Industrial Revolutions – 2h

•

MODULE 3: The Smart Factory – 8h

o
o
o
o

The 1st Industrial Revolution (1760 – 1850)
The 2nd Industrial Revolution (1870 – 1914)
The 3rd Industrial Revolution (1950 – 1980)
The 4th Industrial Revolution (2011 – today)

•

MODULE 2: The 9 Key Technologies – 24h

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

What is a Smart Factory?
Benefits of a Smart Factory
Technologies within a Smart Factory
Risks associated with a Smart Factory
The Human Factory
The Learning Factory
Case Studies

•

PART 1

o

•

MODULE 4: Smart Factory Implementation – 8h

o
o
o
o

Advanced manufacturing: Artificial Intelligence &
Machine Learning
Advanced Manufacturing: Human Machine Interface
Advanced Manufacturing: Robots
Augmented Reality
Virtual Reality

o
o
o
o

From Real World to Digital Twin
Real World
Virtual World
Digital Twin

•

PART 2

•

MODULE 5: Impact of Industry 4.0 – 4h

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Additive Manufacturing: overview and history
Additive Manufacturing: materials and processes
Design for Additive Manufacturing
Benefits and Challenges of Additive Manufacturing
Additive Manufacturing Applications
Simulation: from real world to Digital Twin
Discrete Event & Process Simulation
Horizontal & Vertical Systems Integration

o
o
o
o
o
o

Economic Growth & Productivity
Business
Industry
Infrastructure
Global Security
Society

•

•

PART 3

MODULE 6: Digital Transformation Requirements
& Skills in demand - 8h

o
o
o
o

Internet of Things (IoT)
Cloud computing
Cyber-security
Big Data Analytics

o
o
o
o
o

Develop a high-performance culture
Build Relevant Digital Capabilities
Facilitate collaboration
Manage data as strategic asset
Enable rapid and agile IT development and data
architecture
Ensure cyber-security
Skills in demand

o

o
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Overview
The course aims to introduce the practitioner a guideline for the implementation of a Smart Factory, as well
as the benefits and associated risks.
The Smart Factory is an optimized manufacturing facility which can facilitate launching new products
depending on market dynamics, is scalable enough to meet demand variation for existing products, is able
to produce finished goods at least cost, has smart machines, sensors and robots which are seamlessly
integrated with information system architecture to enable high level of automation in transaction processing
and has real time analytics that helps in minimizing downtime and improving efficiency.
Despite the wide range of technologies exploited in a Smart Factory, its backbone are the human skills. It
is not wrong to say that a Smart Factory is made by and for workers: they will supervise and optimize the
production system, while hard and repetitive activities will be performed by the machines. Moreover, the
decision-making process will be supported by Artificial Intelligence and Big Data Analytics.

Main Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

To define goal and objectives of a Smart Factory;
To introduce the key technologies within a Smart Factory;
To describe Lean 4.0 principles;
To provide guidelines for the implementation of a Smart Factory;
To describe skills required and main challenges in the implementation of a Smart Factory.

Timetable
•
•

Recommended total amount of hours: 48
Any adjustment to fulfill customer’s needs upon request
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Detailed Program Outline
•

MODULE 1: What is a Smart Factory? – 4h

o
o
o
o
o

Definition and goals
The 5 stages of production systems
A Human-centered Factory
Reconfigurable Manufacturing Systems
Cyber-Physical Systems

•

MODULE 2: The Key Technologies within a
Smart Factory – 16h

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Process Simulation
Virtual & Augmented Reality
Internet of Things
IT Systems Integration
Human-Machine Interface
Additive Manufacturing
Big Data Analytics and Artificial Intelligence
Autonomous Robots
Digital Twin
Cyber-security

•

MODULE 3: Lean 4.0 – 4h

o
o
o

Lean Manufacturing
Industry 4.0
Lean 4.0

•

MODULE 4: GUIDELINES TO DESIGN A
SMART FACTORY – 16h

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Build a Team
Define Requirements and Boundaries
Design the System
Simulate the System
Define assets
Define the layout
Simulate ergonomics
Design a proper IT infrastructure
Validate the System
Implement a Digital Twin

•

MODULE 5: Skills Required and
Challenges – 8h

•

PART 1 – Skills Required

o
o
o
o

o

Digital Skills
Change Management
Project Management
Risk Management
Continuous Improvement

•

PART 2 - Challenges

o
o
o
o
o
o

Standardization
Cybersecurity
Proper IT Infrastructure
Complexity
Financial Risks
Unemployment
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Overview
The New Product Development Masterclass is designed to provide the practitioner a guide in the New
Product Development methodologies and tools in a structured and organic way.
Product Development is subject to a great change: products are becoming increasingly complex, global
competition and price pressure increases and customer requirements become increasingly individual and
difficult to fulfill. Every company has its own specific approach, depending on several factors, like type of
products or services, the markets, country, organization size, and internal organization.
Therefore, it has been decided to follow the framework of The New Product Development Professional
(NPDP) Certification, developed and offered by the Product Development and Management Association
(PDMA), an internationally recognized body of knowledge, which focuses on the fundamental principles
that underpin successful product development and product management across a broad range of
industries.
Nevertheless, it has been decided to balance the content differently according to years of personal practical
experience in aerospace industries. Moreover, additional information from different source of knowledge
integrate the framework to provide practitioners a wider range of tips and tools to use on every day activities.
New trends in fostering new technologies in New Product Development like Industry 4.0 and implications
in NPD have been described in more detail.

Main Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

To provide a broad overview of New Product Development stages;
To provide a full understanding of the New Product Development methodologies;
To provide a structured approach to develop new products;
To introduce tools and methodologies to develop innovative products;
To describe how to develop a high-performing product development team.

Timetable
•

Recommended total amount of hours: 44

•

Any adjustment to fulfill customer’s needs upon request
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Detailed Program Outline
•

MODULE 1: New Product Development
Strategy – 4h

o
o
o
o
o
o

What is Strategy?
The importance of Strategy
Vision, Mission, Values
Corporate and Business Strategy
Innovation Strategy
Strategy to support innovation

•

MODULE 2: Product Portfolio Management –
4h

o
o
o
o
o

What Product Portfolio Management is
The relationship of the portfolio to strategy
Selection of new product opportunities
The balanced portfolio
Resource allocation

•

MODULE 3: New Products Processes – 8h

o
o

o
o

•
o
o
o

o

The Generic Product Development Process
Specific Product Development approaches
▪
Stage-Gate
▪
Concurrent Engineering
▪
Agile Product Development
▪
Lean Product Development
▪
Smart Product Development
Final considerations
Product Innovation Charter (PIC)

MODULE 4: Culture, Organization and Teams
– 4h

•

MODULE 5: Tools & Metrics – 16h

•

PART 1

o
o
o
o

o

Ideation tools
Feasibility analysis
Concept selection
Product concept and design specifications
Product design tools

•

PART 2

o
o
o
o
o

Prototyping
Intellectual Property Rights
Project Management
Risk Management
Performance Metrics

•

MODULE 6: Market Research – 4h

o

Introduction to the Market Research in New Product
Development
Secondary vs Primary Market Research
Primary Research: Qualitative VS Quantitative
methods
Market Research tools

o
o
o

•

MODULE 7: Product Life-Cycle
Management – 4h

o
o
o
o

Introduction to the Product Life Cycle
The impact of the PLC and the product portfolio
The critical stage of product introduction
Sustainable product innovation

The importance of culture
Team: roles and responsibilities
The importance of a high performing team to successful
product development
▪
Team formation
▪
The team leader: roles and responsibilities
▪
Senior management support for the team
Matrix structure and cross-functional team
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Overview
Manufacturing Capability refers to the technical and physical limitations of a manufacturing firm and each
of its plants. Is a manufacturing system capable to produce products with the right quality, at the right time
and at the right cost? If not, how to improve the process?
The Manufacturing Capability Management Masterclass aims to provide a well-structured methodology to
manage manufacturing capabilities properly.
The course is structured in 5 main modules:
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacturing Capability Assessment: is the manufacturing capability in line with company’s
expectations?
Concurrent Engineering: how to design products in order to improve our capabilities?
Process Improvement: how to improve our processes?
Capability Acquisition: how to develop/acquire new capabilities and reduce associated risks?
Process Control: how to monitor and control the new manufacturing capability?

Main Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

To provide a structured approach to manage manufacturing capabilities;
To provide a methodology to assess manufacturing capabilities properly;
To provide a methodology to conduct Concurrent Engineering;
To provide a methods and tools to improve current manufacturing capabilities;
To provide a methodology to reduce risks during the manufacturing capability acquisition phase.

Timetable
•
•

Recommended total amount of hours: 64
Any adjustment to fulfill customer’s needs upon request
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Detailed Program Outline
•

MODULE 1: Manufacturing Capability
Assessment – 16h

•

MODULE 3: Manufacturing Capability
Improvement – 16h

o
o
o
o

PART 1

o

PART 1

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Introduction to Manufacturing Capability
Requirements Definition
Common Metrics
o Time (Lead, Takt, Set up, Cycle)
o Cost (Non-Quality, Profit Margin, ROI, NPV)
o Quality (Cp, Cpk, DPU, FTY)
Identify CTX's
o Process Flow (SIPOC, VSM)
o PFMEA
o Pareto

o

o
o

PART 2
Statistics Basics
Continuous Data
Discrete Data
Data collection
o Sampling method
o Sample Size
Measurement System Analysis
Control VS Technology
Risk Assessment
Implementation Plan
Project Charter

o
o

•

MODULE 2: Concurrent Engineering –
8h

o
o
o
o
o
o

Importance of Concurrent Engineering
Create a multi-disciplinary team
Tolerance stack-up
Design for Manufacturing
Design for Inspection
Design for Cost

Lean Tools
o 7 Wastes
o Visual Management
o Poka Yoke
o 5S
o Kanban
o Kaizen
o SMED

PART 2
Statistical Tools
o Hypothesis Tests
o Multi-Vari Analysis
o Regression Analysis
o Graphical tools
o Design of Experiments

•

MODULE 4: Manufacturing Capability
Acquisition – 16h

o

PART 1

o
o
o

o
o

•
o
o
o

Principles of Innovation
o Innovation Management System – ISO 56002
Intellectual Property Rights
Innovation Tools
o Idea Generation
o Concept Selection
o Feasibility Analysis
o Financial Evaluation

PART 2
Manufacturing Readiness Level
o MRL 1-4
o MRL 5-6
o MRL 7-9

MODULE 5: Process Control – 8h
Process Control Plan
Process Control Charts
o Discrete
o Continuous
Lesson Learned
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Overview
Innovation Management is a combination of the management of innovation processes and Change
Management. It refers to products, business processes, marketing and organizational innovation.
Nowadays, Innovation Management is not an option anymore. Indeed, Innovation is one of the main drivers
for organizations to stay competitive on the market and play the role of a market leader as well.
In this scenario, the Innovation Management course provides an exhaustive and outstanding support. The
course is assorted in the following way:
•

New Product Development Strategy: What is a Strategy? The answer is not trivial. In fact, any
best in class organization lays on different level of strategies, including corporate, business and
innovation strategy. In particular, this course focuses on Innovation Strategy, an essential tool for
product development and continued growth in difficult times. Concepts like sustaining and
disruptive innovation will be extensively discussed, as well as different strategies to support
innovation;

•

New Process Approaches: there are several ways to manage innovative products, everyone with
its pros and cons. But how to recognize the approach that best fits to my project and my
organization? This course will present the practitioner not only the most common and state-of-theart processes like Stage-Gate or Agile, but also will describe the last trend in industry to approach
the developing of a new product in a modern digitalized context, like Smart Product Development;

•

Innovation Tools: This module focuses on tools, methods and techniques that are specific for
Innovation Management, like, but not limited to:

•

Innovation Culture: innovative products are made by successful teams working within an
innovative culture. This course will explain what mechanisms underpin a high-performing team,
which in turn is responsible to develop a successful product. How does culture impact on a team
performance? What is the organization that best fits to our new projects? And what are the
mechanisms to form a high-performing team?

Main Objectives
•
•
•
•

To provide a general understanding about Innovation Management;
To provide a structured approach to face Innovation;
To provide Innovation Management Tools & Techniques;
To highlight the importance of culture in Innovation.

Timetable
•
•

Recommended total amount of hours: 40
Any adjustment to fulfill customer’s need upon request
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Detailed Program Outline
•

MODULE 1: Innovation Strategy – 8h

o
o
o

Introduction to Innovation Management
What is Strategy and why it is important
Strategic Frameworks
o Porter
o Miles and Snow
o Pisano landscape map
o Sustaining VS Disruptive Innovation
o Strategy to support innovation

•

MODULE 2: Innovation Process
Approaches – 8h

o
o
o
o
o

Stage-Gate
Concurrent Engineering
Agile
Lean
Smart

•

MODULE 3: Innovation Management
Tools – 16h

o

PART 1

o

Concept Ideation (SCAMPER, brainstorming, mind
mapping, SWOT, PESTLE, Delphi)
Feasibility analysis (financial and non-financial
analysis)
Concept Selection (pass-fail and scoring approach)
Product concept and design specifications (Quality
Function Deployment and Kano model)
Product design (Design for Excellence, TRIZ)

o
o
o

o

o

PART 2

o
o
o
o

Prototyping
Intellectual Property Rights
Project Management
Risk Management
o Performance metrics

•

MODULE 4: Innovation Culture – 8h

o
o
o

Enable an Innovation Culture
How to build a Star Team
ISO 56002 - Innovation Management System
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